
What Is PSSM1?

PSSM1 also known as EPSM or EPSSM stands for Polysaccharide Storage Myopathy- type 1; it is 
a hereditary Glycogen storage condition.

What Is Glycogen?
Glycogen is part of a long chain of Glucose carbohydrate molecules also known as 
Polysaccharides.

What does Glycogen do?
Glycogen serves as a form of energy for animals, fungi and bacteria.

Where is Glycogen stored in horses?
In the muscles and liver
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How does Glycogen work in normal horses?
Glycogen is used as a fuel and burned off during exercise. It takes a normal horses 2 to 3 times 
longer to replenish glycogen in their muscles compared to that of a human.

What causes PSSM1?
PSSM1 is caused by a mutation in the GYS1 gene. The GYS1 gene is a semidominant allele that is 
hereditary a horse only needs one copy of the mutated GYS1 gene to pass it on and be affected.

What happens when the GYS1 gene is mutated?
The mutation in the GYS1 gene causes these horses to store to much glycogen, meaning their 
bodies never switch it off so they are constantly producing and storing to much glycogen in their 
muscles.

What are the symptoms of PSSM1?
Symptoms can occur both under saddle, and not under saddle. A horse may display 1 or more of 
these symptoms, symptoms include:

Stiffness/ Tightness/ Hard muscles/ Muscle spasms/ Tying up (azoturia)/ Looking tucked up or 
muscles looking sucked up to body/ Struggling to or in canter/ Lameness/ Depression or aggres-
sion/ Explosive behaviour and unpredictability (bolting, bucking, rearing, broncing, lashing or, 
kicking out)/ Dark or bloody urine/ Sweating profusely or breathing heavy after small amounts 
of work/ Laziness or not working forwards when ridden/ Contact issues and feeling heavy on 
the forehand/ Feeling the cold or when the weather suddenly changes/ Camping out (standing 
out to pee but no going)/ Losing topline/ Displaying colic or laminitis like symptoms /Standing 
under themselves
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What breeds are affected by PSSM1?
ANY BREED can be affected with PSSM1 some breeds it has been detected in so far are:

All types of Cob/ Warmbloods/ American Quarter horses/ American Paint horses/ Heavy horses 
(Percherons, Comtois etc...)/ Native ponies (New forest, Dales Ponies etc...)

How can I test for PSSM1?
Hair strand test (cheaper than your annual vaccination!)/ Blood test/ Muscle biopsy

Interpreting the results of a hair strand test
When you receive your PSSM1 test results back it can often be confusing as to what all the  
terminology means, but we are here to explain that for you.

The main confusion with PSSM results stands with the terms Heterozygous & Homozygous 
as this is the terminology that is usually used to determine whether a coloured horse will throw 
a coloured foal. Because of this people and also some vets automatically assume that if a horse is 
Heterozygous for PSSM it only means it has a 50% chance of having the condition.
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Heterozygous
Means your horse IS affected and carries 1 copy of the gene, if a horse is Heterozygous for PSSM 
it means it has a 50% chance of passing on the PSSM gene to it’s offspring, an example of a 
Heterozygous PSSM result would be n/P1.

Example of a Heterozygous test result 
 
Homozygous
Means your horse IS affected and carries 2 copies of the gene, if a horse is Homozygous for PSSM 
it means it will have a 100% chance of passing on the PSSM gene to it’s offspring, an example of a 
Homozygous PSSM result would be P1/P1. 

Example of a Homozygous test result 

Regardless of if a horse is Heterozygous or Homozygous for PSSM they should not be bred from, 
even with a 50% chance of passing on the gene it is still to much of a higher risk to take.

Where can I do the hair strand test in europe?
Animal Genetics, CAG, Laboklin, Combibreed

Where can I do the hair strand test in the USA?
Animal Genetics

Can PSSM1 be managed?
Yes these horses need to have a diet of the lowest sugar and starch possible, with high fats and 
regular exercise PSSM1 horses can lead a long, healthy, and active life. Check out our video to 
find out more.

https://www.animalgenetics.eu/Equine/Genetic_Disease/PSSM.asp
https://www.centerforanimalgenetics.com/product/polysaccharide-storage-myopathy-typ-1-pssm1/
https://www.laboklin.co.uk/laboklin/showGeneticTest.jsp?testID=8138HGD&testID=8138HGD
https://www.combibreed.nl/en-gb/Webshop/DNA-Tests/Details/Horse/P803-Polysaccharide-Storage-Myopathy-1-patent-owner
https://www.animalgenetics.us/Equine/Genetic_Disease/PSSM.asp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sp223pUYBRE
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